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The Bishop Tees Off
Edward J. Mc Tague
His Excellency was a big man, six
feet nine in his buskins. Whenever
he lifted his massive arms in benedic-
tion or slammed a ball on the golf
course, one was reminded of flying
buttresses in a Gothic cathedral.
Apart from his physical and canonical
power, he was as gentle and playful
as a big St. Bernard plodding through
the Alpine snows with a flask of
brandy about its neck. It was 8 a.m.
when the Bishop, acompanied by the
Chancellor, addressed the ball. He
liked to start early and avoid the lay
apostles who enjoyed telling him in
the clubhouse, with bourbon in hand,
what was wrong with the one, holy,
catholic, and apostolic Church.
Whack! The ball screamed and
rose like a startled pheasant. The
Bishop and the Chancellor pushed
back their caps and followed the
flight.
"That's a beauty," the Chancellor
commented. "Dead center."
Then suddenly a tricky breeze from
the lake veered the ball off course.
The Bishop and the Chancellor heard
it swish through the foliage of a syc-
amore out of bounds.
"Too bad. Bishop. Can't do any-
thing about the wind."
The Bishop said nothing and
reached for a provisional ball. The
Chancellor, pointing with his wood,
said, "Look, Bishop, that tree."
The tree was swaying and shaking
like a ruffled hen, when suddenly a
black object twisted through the
limbs and dropped to the ground.
"Strange," said the Bishop. "That
drive must have disturbed a turkey
buzzard or perhaps a bobcat."
The Bishop and the Chancellor hur-
ried over to the tree.
"Be careful, Monsignor, don't go
too close."
The Chancellor took a No. 9 iron
and poked at the black object lying
there. Then without warning, the
thing from the tree struggled to its
feet, crying out, "Where am I?
Where am I?" He was hatless and
had a large bump on his forehead
about the size of a persimmon. He
had on a black suit and clergy collar
and binoculars strapped over his
shoulder.
"You are in a daze," said the Chan-
cellor. "Try to relax."
"Thank you, Monsignor," the
young cleric replied. "I was perched
in that tree when I experienced a
sharp pain in my head ; then I blacked
out."
"You were struck by my ball," said
the Bishop.
"I consider that a great honor,"
said the young cleric.
"It is indeed," added the Chancel-
lor. "I do not know of a similar oc-
currence in the history of the dio-
cese."
"Are you a member of this coun-
try club?" the Bishop inquired.
"No, Your Excellency, I'm just a
poor curate."
"Were you ordained for this dio-
cese, or are you an Episcopalian?"
the Chancellor asked.
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"I was ordained by His Excellen-
cy," the curate replied promptly.
"I see you have binoculars," said
the Bishop. "Are you a bird watcher,
young man?"
"No, Bishop, I was sent here by
my pastor to watch you."
"You selected a very strategic
spot," the Bishop said.
"I must confess, Bishop, it is not
an original idea. I took it bodily from
Luke 19."
"You say your pastor ordered you
here?" the Chancellor inquired.
"Yes, Monsignor, I must bring
back to him a progress report on the
Bishop's game."
"This is espionage!" the Chancel-
lor roared.
"Just a moment, Monsignor," the
Bishop cautioned, "perhaps the rever-
end pastor may have a sound reason
for this." Then he bent down to the
curate and said, "Tell me, young man,
why does the pastor show interest in
my game?"
"You see, Bishop," the curate stam-
mered a bit, "he wants to challenge
you. He said if he would wallop a
Bishop, he'd chant a lusty nunc dimit-
tis.
"Ah, a worthy opponent," said the
Bishop.
"I would be slow," the Chancellor
advised, "to accept the challenge. I
know this pastor very well, and he
is crafty and unpredictable."
The Bishop turned to the curate
and inquired: "Tell me, son, does
your pastor have any weaknesses on
the links?"
"His driving is not too good, Bish-
op, but his putting is worthy of a
pro.
"Bishop," the Chancellor groaned,
"this is propaganda. The pastor has
conditioned the mind of this young
curate."
"No, Monsignor," objected the cu-
rate, "I have witnessed the pastor
sink putts at a distance of thirty-five
and forty-five yards on several occa-
sions. He has developed a remark-
able putting game. He has a course
laid out in the rectory."
"Amazing!" exclaimed the Bishop.
"Yes, Bishop," the curate went on,
"it starts in the cellar, goes up
through the kitchen, into the dining
room, and then up the stairway into
the shower stall."
"I can't accept this," the Chancel-
lor said.
"Monsignor," the curate added, "I
have seen him start a putt in the cel-
lar, put a spin on the ball, send it
up the stairs, and drop it in the lap
of the cook as she peeled potatoes."
"I have a formidable adversary,"
sighed the Bishop.
* * * »
That evening in the rectory the
curate sat at the table with the pas-
tor. The housekeeper prepared an ice
pack and tied it to his head. "A pain-
ful bump," she said. "I am really dis-
appointed Avith our Bishop."
"I was just comfortably settled in
the sycamore and about to peer
through the binoculars," said the cu-
rate, "when I fainted away."
"Too bad that had to happen,"
moaned the pastor; "you had a good
bead on the Bishop."
"When I recovered my senses at
the base of the tree, I beheld the
Chancellor staring at me."
"Horrible experience," said the
pastor.
"The Bishop has a tremendous
drive, Father, but is inclined to slice
a bit. But don't underestimate him.
Every move of his is planned and
coordinated."
"Did he accept my challenge?"
"Not at once. Father. He and the
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Chancellor went aside and discussed
the match privately. Then the Chan-
cellor told me in a curt manner that
you would be notified in a few days."
The next day after Mass, the curate
picked up the mail from the front
doorstep. He sorted it quickly and
held up one letter. Then he raced up
the stairs two at a time and into the
bathroom, where the pastor was guid-
ing an electric shaver over his face.
"The letter is here. Father."
"Open it," said the pastor as he
turned off the Schick.
Reverend and Dear Father:
His Excellency, the Most Rev-
erend Bishop, has accepted your
challenge. You will please to pre-
sent yourself with your reverend
assistant in front of the club-
house, Friday morning not later
than 5:30 a.m.
"Five-thirty!" interrupted the pas-
tor. "What does he think this is
—
a weekend retreat?"
"That's just a trick, Father," said
the curate. "This is psychological war-
fare—"
"Go ahead, finish the letter," said
the pastor.
The curate continued: "Instruc-
tions preparatory to the match will be
given. The contest should start
promptly at sunrise. It is signed by
the Chancellor."
"Five-thirty in the morning!" the
pastor groaned. "I guess we're going
around the course with flashlights."
"Now, Father, take it easy," ad-
monished the curate.
"I'm sorry I challenged him,"
moaned the pastor. "He'll sink me like
an old torpedoed freighter."
"If that is your attitude," said the
curate, "you're licked before you tee
off. This is a smart tactic on the part
of the Bishop. He thinks you'll be
walking in your sleep at five-thirty.
Don't let him push you in the rough.
Get in there and fight!"
The pastor put the razor down and
rubbed a little lilac on his face. He
felt like a harried fox cornered by
the hounds. Then suddenly he looked
at himself in the mirror and bright-
ened up. He said to the curate, "If
he's going to resort to strategy, I'U
use a little myself."
"That's the way to talk," said the
curate.
The pastor stepped into the bed-
room and reached in the closet for his
hat and coat. The curate was puzzled
as the old man hurried down the
stairs. He watched him walk briskly
up the street and disappear around
the corner.
* * * *
The pastor entered a little muddy
lane. A single shanty stood there un-
der an old pin oak. The porch was
leaning on a pair of stilts, and two
side windows were stuffed with dirty
rags. He pushed open a creaky gate
and moved up the alley. He reached
down and lifted a cellar door. He
went carefully down the broken stone
steps and stood in front of a rusty
iron door. He rapped three times,
then paused, and rapped again. This
was the signal. A slot in the door
opened slowly, and two gray eyes
blinked at him through the grill.
"It's me, Otto," said the pastor.
A bolt clacked and the door
opened.
"Quiet," said Otto, pointing to the
ceiling. "My wife is upstairs sitting
on her rocker."
The pastor and the German scien-
tist tiptoed across the floor of the
dimly-lighted cellar to a workbench.
"Otto, the situation is desperate.
Friday at five-thirty in the morning
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I will be confronted by the Bishop on
the links. I have confidence in your
invention."
"Father, with my invention you
could win the Masters."
"Otto, I will be quite content just
to clobber the Bishop."
Otto picked up a key from a ring
and opened a cabinet. He removed
golf balls and metal cylinders placing
them on the bench.
"Pay close attention, Father. Each
one of these cylinders will fit snugly
in a cup on the green. The cylinders
are highly magnetized. Now notice
the golf balls. Each one has a thin
steel band about it. First of all, you
place a cylinder in the cup you choose
and set your ball. Give it a rap with
your club—even a broomstick will
do—then the ball will move into the
magnetic field, roll speedily toward
the cup, and drop in."
"Otto, you're a genius."
"Thank you. Father. I will entrust
you with only four sets. You see if
you make too many holes in one, sus-
picion may be aroused with a resul-
tant Senate investigation,"
"I understand. Otto."
"Father, may I prevail on you to
keep this a secret until I make appli-
cation at the government patent of-
fice."
"Otto, you may depend on me.
Otto, you have performed a great
service to humanity. Your invention
will revolutionize golf. No longer will
the game be a problem but will re-
turn to the area of recreation. It will
make all golfers happy."
"Father, my invention will also
serve to reduce the incidence of heart
attacks and ulcers on the links."
"Yes, Otto, and there will be no
more cursing and swearing or cheat-
ing-"
"And, Father, after a game, execu-
tives will cheerfully replace divots
and return home to embrace their
wives and children."
The German genius put the mag-
netized cylinders and golf balls in a
paper bag. "Here you are, Father."
The pastor and the inventor shook
hands at the door.
"Please go out quietly," said Otto.
"The wife is upstairs on her rocker."
The pastor walked quickly up the
street and called a taxi.
"To the country club," he said.
On Friday morning at 5:35 the cu-
rate drove his car into the main gate
of the country club.
"You're five minutes late," was the
Chancellor's greeting.
"Oversleep?" asked the Bishop.
"Pay no attention," the curate
whispered to the pastor. "They're try-
ing to nettle you."
"It may interest you gentlemen to
know," remarked the Chancellor,
"that the Bishop and I hiked here
this morning."
"It's a mere three miles," the Bish-
op added.
The curate took the golf bag out of
the car trunk. The Chancellor glanced
toward the east and said casually, "I
see the sun is creeping up behind the
smokestack of Blitz's brewery. Be-
fore proceeding to the first round, I
have a brief announcement." He un-
folded a paper and read, "The first
hole is four hundred and fifty yards,
par four. His Excellency will tee off
first. You may notice that we have
provided an electric cart. Unfortun-
ately, there is not room enough for
all ; therefore, the reverend pastor and
his assistant will walk behind at a
respectable distance. Gentlemen, let
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us proceed to the first tee."
The Bishop and the Chancellor
stepped into the vehicle. The curate,
lugging the golf bag, walked behind
with his pastor. They read the sign
on the back of the carriage:
Ride the Cart
And Save Your Heart.
When they reached the first tee,
the Bishop laced the ball and then
swished the air with a practice swing.
He turned to the pastor and said:
"Grantland Rice wrote, 'When the
One Great Scorer comes to write
against your name. He marks—not
that you won or lost—but how you
played the game.' " He raised his
club. Whack! The ball screamed and
soared away. It leveled off and
dropped on the fairway, taking three
big hops like a healthy bullfrog and
landing on the green.
"That's a beauty. Bishop," the
Chancellor remarked softly. "Just
about fifteen feet from the pin."
The pastor stepped up next. He
seemed possessed of the calmness and
confidence that characterized good
Pope John when he decided to have
a Council. The Bishop folded his arms
and looked on with brotherly interest.
The curate lowered his head. The
Chancellor regarded the old man with
an eye of suspicion.
Whack! The ball lofted swiftly like
a trained falcon and sailed gracefully
straight down the fairway. All eyes
were riveted on the flight. The drive
was every bit as good as the Bishop's.
Then the ball seemed to hang in mid-
air. The flag on the first hole staff
flapped. A breeze from the lake
curved the ball off to the right, and
two leafy arms from the sycamore
reached out and tucked it in.
"What a pity," said the Chancellor.
"Don't retreat, Father, you have a
few more shots in your old musket."
It was a little after noon that day
when the pastor and his assistant re-
turned home. They entered through
the kitchen.
"What's for lunch?" the curate in-
quired, rubbing his hands.
"New England clam chowder," the
housekeeper responded.
"What could be better," said the
pastor, "on VB Day—Victory over
the Bishop."
"You really beat the Bishop?"
asked the housekeeper.
"Indeed he did," the curate an-
swered. "Father booted His Excellen-
cy all over the grass."
"Serves the Bishop right," she said,
"for putting that lump on your poor
head."
"Father, you were really great,"
the curate commented. "When you
sunk that fifty-footer on the fourth
and took a birdie three, I knew the
Cathedral office was beginning to
list."
"Did you notice the expression on
the Chancellor's face," said the pas-
tor, "when the Bishop went down a
bogey two? And how about the
twelfth and fourteenth," he went on,
"two holes in one?"
"I believe that's a course record,"
said the curate.
"What did the Chancellor have to
say about that?"
"He said the old man's ball must
be on roller skates."
"The poor Bishop," the pastor la-
mented. "I do hope Commonweal
doesn't hear about this."
"The Bishop's all right, though,"
said the curate. "It was sporting of
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him to concede on the seventeenth that Otto's wife came in. She wants
and offer you his hand." prayers for Otto, who is in the hos-
"I feel embarrassed now that it's pital."
over," the pastor sighed. "I must con- "An accident?"
fess I was unfair." "No, Father, She said she had to
"Oh, well," the curate rejoined, have the poor soul committed for ob-
"let's have the chowder." servation. She said he was spending
"Before you go to the table," the all his time in the cellar playing with
housekeeper said, "I must tell you little golf balls."
Autumn Nocturne
• Geoffrey Johnson
Drive, lovely moon, your keel of frosted pearl
Round many a shadowy peak and cape of cloud
With wake of silver ripples overhead;
Set all the loose autumnal leaves a-swirl,
Mermaiden-golden, where the branches bowed
Are fronds of wavering coral green and red;
Light roof and spire like long-sunk argosies,
Drop deep your net of beams, and charm and snare
Your glittering shoals of stars— drive apace.
Till, anchored where my dreaming lady is.
Whisper they are as nothing to my rare
Commotion of deep memories round her face
—
The shoals of dreams that sparkle through the night,
And tired of wrestling, die in their delight.
The Unharvested
• John J. Murphy
One evening late in summer, Mary
insisted on going with me to gather
the rich, mealy potatoes left behind
by the pickers in a neighboring patch.
She put on her battered straw hat and
hung a wicker basket on her arm.
I carried a dented pail.
This patch was in the field I visited
the morning of our first Thanksgiv-
ing in the country. It rolled toward
a ledge of earth against sky and
ocean. Two sides were bordered by
houses with fenced-in yards and the
other by a line of naked oaks, along
which, that morning, under a bright
coin sun a taxi was making its way,
bringing Mary and Mickey, her
daughter, from the station. In the
summer, daisies and black-eyed Su-
sans grew among the overgrown grass
at the edge of the patch, but when
I went out that Thanksgiving there
was only the long, shaggy grass, like
the coat of a buffalo, bent over in
the force of the wind. The first frost
had visited the area and had painted
windows and covered puddles. The
linings of the clouds looked icy where
they touched the highest roll of the
field, and my breath hung visibly
before me.
I heard Mama say to Papa one
night, "It's impossible to get turkey
this year. The butcher says it's be-
cause they ship them to the soldiers,
but I know for a fact that he sup-
plies his old customers, and it's be-
cause we're new here that we won't
have one. We'll have to substitute
chicken, although Mom doesn't eat
it. She's such a problem."
The windows were steamed blind
from the heat of the stove, and a mix-
ture of savory odors floated on the
warm air. Mickey unwrapped the
large chocolate turkey. Papa poured
the muscatel. Mary went to the kitch-
en to help Mama, who, with trem-
bling hands and blushing cheeks, led
her back to the parlor, which she en-
tered with a definite scowl on her
face.
We gathered about the table. The
hollyberry candles, which Mama said
brought good luck, were lighted; the
toast followed with a clink of glasses,
and the dishes were uncovered.
Mary's scowl, which had disappeared
during the toast, reappeared through
the steam from the bird.
"This ain't turkey," Mary an-
nounced. "That's why you didn't
want me near the kitchen."
"Mom, I couldn't get one."
"You didn't tell me," said Mary,
her face flaming. "Chicken is not
proper for Thanksgiving. Besides I
can't eat chicken. I can't stand chick-
en. Chicken will kill me." She pushed
her chair from the table and left the
room, and Mama followed.
It was in the same tone of voice,
and with a similar expression on her
face, that, at another time, Mary ad-
dressed her sister, Aunt Minnie.
"Now, Minnie, I'm not going to take
much more of this. You're with me
now, and, so far as we can see, you're
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here to stay. We all have insurance
here.
She had gotten a letter from the
mysterious Mrs. Max, demanding
that someone fetch Minnie from her
house in Manhattan. I was happy that
Minnie was coming, for she and I
had become great friends on her visit
last year. I remembered listening to
her stories, while staring at the large
pimple near the end of her nose, from
which a large black hair curled.
"Sure, you're glad," Mary sighed
rather bitterly. "You don't know how
I've warned her and how foolish she's
continued to be."
We had a fine drive to Mrs. Max's.
We crossed the Queensborough
Bridge, and the skyline filled the
windshield. In the back seat, Mary,
Mama, and Mickey talked mysterious-
ly about Aunt Minnie.
Mrs. Max lived in dark rooms with
heavy drapes and high ceilings. Her
silver hair was piled high upon her
head, and huge red beads dangled
about her neck. (I had heard Mary
tell Mama that she acquired her
house and its bulky furnishings by
making bathtub gin.) Minnie stood
beside the far corner of the dining
room table, beneath a crystal chan-
delier, and retreated into the shadows
when Mary approached to take her
hand, but she went easily to Papa,
who led her through the dark parlor,
down the granite steps, and into the
auto.
"This is the limit. This is absolute-
ly the last time," Mary exclaimed to
Mrs. Max, while she took a handful
of bills from her purse and thrust
them into that woman's chubby open
palm, "I wouldn't lower myself to
say good-bye." Mama and Mickey
marched out behind Mary to the tune
of a martial trumpet, and soon we
were chugging over the bridge.
Minnie and I renewed our friend-
ship and read stories together in the
backyard. She thrived from these
sessions, and I knew that Mary was
pleased that she was on the road to
full recovery. Sometimes Mary
brought lunch out to us, although
she never ate with us because she
hated flies. When the leaves began
to fall about our feet and the smell
of burning leaves filled the air, we
read the last story and moved indoors.
One day after the insurance collec-
tor stopped, Mary called Minnie into
the kitchen. She handed her a pen
and asked her to sign a policy. Min-
nie refused. She turned to me and
said, "Tell your grandmother she can
dig a hole in the yard and throw me
into it."
"Now, Minnie, I'm not going to
take much more of this. You're with
me now, and, so far as we can see,
you're here to stay. We all have in-
surance here. You should be glad
to be provided for."
"That's just like you, Mary. You
judge everything in terms of money.
Well, right now I don't care what
happens to me. I just want to be
thrown out in the yard. Just thrown
out."
"I'll pay the premiums," said Mary,
"Stop talking foolish."
"You'll hold it over my head for
the rest of my days," moaned Minnie.
Mary got red in the face, and her
freckles disappeared. "You say I'm
always talking money. Well, what do
you expect? Years ago you had
enough of it, with your fancy clothes
and all, and you came uninvited to
live with me; and let me tell you,
Minnie, you weren't easy to live with.
Then my husband died, and you
walked out on me, a widow with two
little girls. That was when I needed
you, Minnie, and you left. You went
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to Mrs. Max's, and she drained you
pretty dry, financially speaking, while
she soaked you in gin and helped
drive you crazy. It made me roaring
mad when, after the years of rent you
paid her and all the gifts you gave
her, like that gaudy necklace, which
must have cost a pretty penny, she
wrote to me to come and take you
back as soon as your money ran out."
Mary hurried through the dining
room and up the stairs. I could hear
her sobbing in her bedroom. Minnie
and I stayed alone a long time with-
out speaking. Minnie's face seemed
troubled; its creases deepened, and
her mouth twitched on one side.
Eventually, Mary stole down the stairs
and into the kitchen to make our sup-
per. We listened to the clatter of
plates and flatware and to the water
rushing through the faucet. Soon
Minnie got up, went to the table, and
signed the policy.
"This ain't turkey. That's why you
didn't want me near the kitchen."
"Mom, I couldn't get one."
"You didn't tell me," said Mary,
her face flaming. "Chicken is not
proper for Thanksgiving. Besides I
can't eat chicken. I can't stand chick-
en. Chicken will kill me." Mary
pushed her chair from the table and
left the room, and Mama followed,
Mickey started to get up but
dropped back into her chair when
the door closed behind the other two.
Sallow-faced, she sat with her head
slightly lowered, while she clenched
and unclenched her hands along the
border of her napkin. Papa and I con-
tinued eating, and baby cooed and
beat the table with a teaspoon.
Through the plasterboard wall, we
could hear the voices rise slowly and
then subside. Soon Mama opened the
door, went to the hall table, and, with
tears streaming from her eyes, fum-
bled through her purse. "Will you
take Mom out to Flo's Diner," she
asked Papa tenderly, placing two
crisp bills next to his plate.
When I passed through the hall on
my way out to the field, I saw Mary
in the bedroom, seated on the bed
and wiping her eyes, "Go away," she
said coldly. The sun was declining
behind the upper ledge, and black
patches appeared in the shaggy grass.
The lights went on in the surround-
ing houses. It was growing colder.
Before she collected two pounds of
potatoes, Mary became dizzy and sat
down on a fallen log at the end of
one of the rows, A large green fly
buzzed around her head. She arched
over on the log and twisted her
mouth into a crooked little smile. Her
good eye sparkled in the sunset; the
other, a feathery cataract obscured.
She removed her battered hat and ex-
posed a strand of perspiration on her
brow. "We should not have come out
here. It's too much for me," she
puffed, looking toward the eastern
darkness.
"The old home in Donegal has
tumbled," said the breathless voice
from the dark corner of the bedroom.
"There's only a pile of rocks left and
the stone wall we used to walk along
to school,"
Through the crack in the door of
the booth, I could hear Mary say,
"He's not expected to last more than
a couple of months. His liver is en-
larged. He might have a chance to
hold on a while if he would eat, but
he has no appetite."
While I was visiting Mary's flat in
the city, she received a telegram an-
nouncing that her brother Dan was
dying. When Mickey came home, this
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news was discussed over dinner.
Mary decided to call Aunt Minnie
—
wlio was now living alone—from the
telephone booth in the delicatessen
below.
She and Mary sat together, opposite
Mickey and me, in a dilapidated car
on the Long Island Railroad. Minnie,
who by now had recovered, except
for whispering to herself, appeared
quite youthful in a brown tweed suit.
Her hair, arranged in a loose bun in
back, was still jet black and long, but
the single hair growing out of the
pimple on her nose was now as white
as snow.
New York City ran for miles past
the glass, beaten by the cinders from
the engine; and it opened into a vast
fan of low trees behind a smoky
haze. Occasionally, the trees ceased,
making way for a stout barn and
potato fields, for a ditch of white
ducks or the low uniform buildings
of a village, trailing drab back yards
full of wash on lines. Sometimes the
train would rise along a monotonous
incline, and pale sails could be seen
on a blue bay under an oyster sky,
but dwarf trees, green or black, for-
ever returned.
We alighted at the shore town of
Blue Point, where Dan resided with
his daughter Anna and his son Par-
nell. Their house was on a canal near
the Great Bay, and odors of salt and
fish lingered about it. It was an old
summer bungalow with an added sec-
ond story that never really fit. Par-
nell's wife, Millie, a slight woman
with thin, red hair and a worried
face, opened the door.
"Come in. Aunt Mary," she said,
speaking and moving as if she had
just been awakened from a deep sleep.
"Dad's not at all well, but try not
to let him know how bad he looks."
She took her youngest son in her
arms and led us up the rickety stair-
case to the second floor. Her several
slight, redheaded children watched
us from below.
Dan lay sprawled over a double
bed in a low room with a grimy half-
window, his feet touching the floor
on one side. His iron gray hair was
tossed in confusion; his rough sand-
stone skin had become polished mar-
ble, and deep shadows rested on his
bowed-in temples. When he spied his
two sisters, he made an attempt to
rise.
"Lie still," said Mary. "We came
to see you as you are."
Minnie bent over him and clasped
one of his hands, "You're not look-
ing so bad," she said tenderly.
"It's good of you all to come," he
mumbled, in a thick brogue that had
lost its vitality and sounded as if it
came through a paper tube. "This
hit me all of a sudden."
"You'll be well again soon," said
Mary, signaling me to bring her a
chair, while Minnie sat in the ample
space on the bed.
"I got a letter from Eddie Mur-
ray," resumed Dan, summoning up
all his strength. "He tells me that the
old home in Donegal has tumbled.
There's only a pile of rocks left and
the stone wall we used to walk along
when we went to school."
"The doctor told me he wants to
die," said Parnell, when he had re-
turned from grocery shopping with
Anna. As he stood with his thick
little thumbs in his belt loops, his
squat, red face seemed to glow in
the shadowy parlor adjacent to his
father's room. "That's why he won't
eat and won't stop drinking. I told
him he's been given two months to
live if he keeps going the way he is.
Anna sneaks the whiskey to him. I'm
at work all day, and Millie is busy
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with the children, so we can't accept
the responsibility. It lies with Dad.
He might as well be acquainted with
the facts."
"The fact is," said Papa to Mary,
fixing his thumbs in his belt loops,
as the furrows deepened in his face,
"that it's you who cause all the trou-
ble around here."
Soon after she arrived with Mary
to spend the weekend with us, Mickey
went down to the cellar to search for
a dish for the dog. She discovered an
ancient meat platter somebody had
given Mary as a wedding gift. It was
very elegantly edged in arches, pic-
tured yellow butterflies on the wing
and was only slightly fire-cracked.
Mickey puffed her cheeks like a trum-
pet player, scattered the dust from
the surface, and climbed the stairs
with her treasure.
"Oh, that old thing," laughed Mary,
who was in the midst of inspecting
Mama's housekeeping. "Where did
you uncover that?" She rinsed an
already clean cup and poured coffee
into it. When Mama returned from
grocery shopping, she asked why the
old platter was on the table.
"I want it for our place," said
Mickey. "You don't use it, and it be-
longs to Mom anyway."
"Just because it's in the cellar
doesn't mean I don't use it," snapped
Mama, thumping her bag of groceries
on the table.
"Well, if you really want it."
"No, you take it. You want it, so
you take it."
"What's the matter with you, Mag-
gie?"
"Nothing's the matter with me. It's
you, both of you. You act so superior
when you come to visit."
Mary silently took in Mama's
words between sips of bitter coffee.
"I seem to recall you invited us," she
said, without looking at her daughter.
When Papa came in from the yard
and asked if the coffee was hot,
Mama responded with a piercing
stare, Mary, by gazing out the win-
dow, and Mickey, by studying the
butterflies on the soiled platter.
"We're in the midst of a fight,"
sighed Mama.
"Nobody's fighting except you,"
said Mickey.
Tears suddenly filled Mama's eyes.
"It's been the same since you were
ten years old," she sobbed, "since
Pop died. There was always the ex-
cuse that I was older. I had to keep
the house while Mom went to work
and you played in the streets. You
were forgiven for everything, and
now you have taken Mom away from
me.
Mary got up and placed her cup
in the sink. "Let's go home," she said
to Mickey. "I'm sick of fighting with
her."
"Keep her from going," Mama al-
most screamed at Papa. "You can
have the old platter." She sank into
a chair and buried her face in a dish
towel.
"If / want to go, I'll go," said
Mary to Papa with some feeling, as
she lifted her black coat from the
hook behind the door.
Papa took a deep breath. "The
fact is," he announced to her, fixing
his thumbs in his belt loops, as the
furrows deepened in his face, "that
it's you who cause all the trouble
around here."
Mary's features grew sharp, and
her eyes, cold and hard. "How dare
you turn on me," she forced through
tightly-clenched teeth, while pushing
a large black button through its hole
at the neck of her coat.
Mickey, now in tears, took her
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mother and the platter with the but-
terflies on the wing to the filling sta-
tion on the corner to telephone for
a taxi. Mary wept too, and her stout
body shook when they left the bottom
step of Mama's house,
"I told him he's been given two
months to live if he keeps going the
way he is," said Parnell. "He might
as well be acquainted with the facts."
Anna, clutching a shopping bag of
groceries, appeared on the stairs.
"Greetings," she chirped, displaying
unhealthy teeth.
She was the eldest of Dan's chil-
dren, over-drank, according to Mary,
and was not completely sound of
mind. The bones at the base of her
neck were too pronounced, and her
blue eyes were too large and bright
for her thin, pale face.
"I'm sorry about your father," said
Minnie to Anna, taking her hand and
smiling sympathetically. "It must be
a comfort, though, to be so needed
by someone."
"It's more confining than comfort-
ing, I'm afraid," said Anna. "Besides,
Dad's not responding to my care. As
you can see for yourself, he doesn't
look well. The kids aggravate the sit-
uation. There are enough for at least
three families. It's too noisy around
here, and that's not good for him."
She looked hard at Millie, a cruel
smile on her face, and then turned
to her little nephew.
The child, who was rolling an
empty glass on the floor, paused,
squinted at her, as if he understood
her words, and slipped into Dan's
room. We could hear his shrill voice
pierce his grandfather's thick brogue
like a needle. When we went in to say
good-bye he was napping, his thumb
in his mouth and one arm thrown
across the old man's bulky form.
Millie showed us the view from the
upstairs kitchen before we departed.
Through the soiled glass, a string of
many-colored cottages made their way
to the Great Bay, and beyond the bay,
separated by the dark strip that is
Fire Island, glinting silver pools ap-
peared in the tossing iron waters of
the ocean.
Mary replaced her battered hat.
The ocean was behind her, the sun-
set, before her. Against the white
caps, now crimson in the sunset,
she slumped, her back a definite arch.
She held out her shaking arm and
searched it with her good eye, fol-
lowing the protruding veins. The red-
balloon sun began to slip between the
oaks on one side of the field, burning
through their leaves and creating
skeletons on the horizon. Mary gave
a long sigh, stiffened, adjusted her
battered hat, and rose up. We gather-
ed a few more potatoes in the deepen-
ing shadows, then made our way to-
ward the incline to look over the dark
Atlantic.
<^
A Note on Heroes
® Nicholas R. Clifford
The folloiving note offers some brief reflections on different
concepts of the hero, on his role in society, and his possible
relationship to Christian ideals.
In the first volume of his Paideia, Werner Jaeger calls Homer the first
and greatest creator and shaper of Greek life and character, the first educator
of Greece. He is the poet who presents his listeners with an idealized world
of myth and epic, from which society draws its standards for daily life. As
poet, he is the teacher of his people, the mediator between the divine and
man, as is Demodokos, the blind harper of Book VHI of the Odyssey:
. . . that man of song
whom the Muse cherished; by her gift he knew
the good of life, and evil.
Homer's heroes are men who define a culture and give it form, thus serving
an educative function. Their standards differ as the culture becomes more
developed, and the differences are summed up in the characters of the two
chief actors of the liiad and the Odyssey.
Achilles embodies the ideal of a warrior ethic. He is a man who chooses
a short and glorious life in preference to a quiet and long one, and despite
his occasional misgivings about the war in which he takes part, one can
hardly imagine him as existing away from the battlefield. His retirement from
the action at the beginning of the Iliad is itself a reflection of this ethic; he
has been insulted, and must maintain his honor untarnished.
Odysseus, on the other hand, represents the more advanced civilization
beginning to emerge from the Ionian city-states. Occasionally his poem harks
back to the outlook of the earlier period; at sea, alone on a raft after the
Joss of his ship and his men, he is tempted to wish that he had died the
death of a soldier on the Trojan plain. But the mood passes swiftly. Of course
a hero's death is better than drowning alone, but better than both is life, and
he fights to survive. Later, when he descends into Hades, he meets Achilles,
and there says to him, in effect: "I am trying to get home, and have had
to face many adversities; your fame is secure, and you are a hero in death
as in life." Achilles, in other words, chose death and the way of instant glory,
but Odysseus is doing the really hard thing by surviving. Life has a value
Un itself, and to live it richly and fully is as honorable as to die in battle.
To survive, Odysseus must continually call forth those qualities that Achilles
so conspicuously lacked. He must work hard, both mentally and physically,
and it is he, not Achilles, who is the "great tactician." He has to overcome
not only brute external forces, such as those of the Cyclops and Poseidon,
but also the internal dangers of anger, fear, and sex — temptations which
might well have overcome Achilles. Yet he remains physically brave, physi-
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cally the equal of Achilles, and in the climax of the poem successfully defends
his honor against tremendous odds, against those who have sought his wife,
his lands, and his home. Civilized he is, yet not over-civilized; if he stands
in contrast to Achilles' pure warrior ideal, he also stands in contrast to
Nausicaa and her people, whose refined, luxurious life exists as a soft
counterpoint to their unknown but battle-scarred guest. To them, Demodokos'
songs of the Trojan War are an evening's entertainment; to Odysseus, they
are the reality through which he has passed.
Here, then, is the hero who defines a culture, the hero as educator in the
process of civilization. He has a somewhat artificial companion—the hero
who is manufactured for the benefit of a civilization which already exists.
The greatest of these, of course, is the Aeneas whom we meet in Vergil. His
life is appropriately heroic; he begins by somewhat unwillingly following
a divine injunction to leave the scene of battle for the greater future which
awaits him; he lives a hero's life, triumphing over adversities internal and
external, staying alive despite the ravages of the seas, almost falling prey
to Dido's charms, but remembering his duty just in time. Like Odysseus,
he makes the ritual descent into Hell and emerges with a knowledge of the
future, and like Odysseus, too, his poem closes with the account of a long
and heroic battle.
Throughout, Aeneas exhibits the virtues of courage, steadfastness, and
piety. But how often does he appear simply to be going through the motions?
The Aeneid is not the product of a semibarbaric civilization struggling up-
wards, but a conscious production for the purpose of ratifying and glorifying
the status quo—in this case, Augustan Rome. H the historians can't find
a hero, sometimes a hero must be invented, to educate the present into
a preservation of the virtues of the past, real or imagined. With no disrespect
to Vergil, we might suggest as the modern parallel of Aeneas the case of the
virtuous Chinese soldier who formed the subject of an article in the New
York Times Magazine last year; epitomizing the military citizenship of the
new China, he was not discovered (or invented) until after his death, and
now has become the subject of a cult with very definite social and political
purposes in the present. Both he and Aeneas are sponsored by the regimes
which gave them birth, and in this sense they differ not only from the Homeric
heroes, but also from those post-Roman figures—^the shadowy saints of the
Dark Ages of whom Christopher Dawson writes, figures who kept alive the
sparks of civilization in a world where social and political order had all
but disintegrated.
There is another, more modern, type of hero who also has an educational
function ; but rather than defining or preserving a culture, or ratifying present
society, this one criticizes the existing order through his heroic life, and thus
points the way to a better world. Dante, as he portrays himself in the Divine
Comedy, is perhaps the greatest of these reformer heroes; he uses many of
the aspects of a standard heroic journey to contrast the what-might-be with
the what-is. Still better examples come from an age more devoted to a belief
in progress. Look at the eighteenth century, which produces as a prime ex-
ample Tamino, the prince of the Magic Flute, and Tamina, his bride, whom
he rescues from the forces of darkness after heroically undergoing a suitable
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number of trials. As Edward Dent has pointed out in his study of Mozart's
operas, it is this couple whom we meet a few years later as adults, in the
persons of Leonore and Florestan in Beethoven's Fidelio. Here again a similar
story is acted out; again there is the clash with the forces of darkness, and
again there is the ritual descent into the underworld, when Leonore, disguised
as a boy, goes to the dungeon to set free her husband. Both operas serve very
definite political and social purposes in the present. Whoever the characters
of the Magic Flute may represent, there is little doubt but that they stand for
the forces of light, progress, and reason, triumphing over the ignorance,
censorship, and clericalism of the late Holy Roman Empire. Closer to our
own day is the Orestes of Sartre's The Flies ; once again a hero seeks to bring
about the brighter world whose evolution is checked by a plot on the part
of the established authorities — autocratic, reactionary men who play on the
credulity of the masses.
Yet Tamino and Orestes have their antitheses; the hero as reformer is
balanced by the hero as conservative. Two examples will suffice. The Faust
story in its simplest form is essentially that of a man who oversteps his
bounds and is damned. Look also at Dostoevsky, the creator of Ivan Kara-
mazov, and of the protagonist of The Devils. Here are men who, unlike the
heroes of Mozart and Sartre, are essentially conservative; that is, they can
be used as a solemn warning to keep men from tampering with the estab-
lished order.
Now there is another type of hero, the hero who is often the most inter-
esting to the historian. This is the man who sees, understands, and can use
the forces of history; he is at his best, perhaps, in Thucydides, Machiavelli,
Hegel, and among certain of the Marxists. Thucydides' Pericles in one of his
speeches defines a great statesman as a man who (1) has the knowledge of
proper policy, (2) the ability to expound it, and (3) who is not only a patriot,
but an honest one. Only Pericles himself combines these three qualities, and
he is contrasted with a man like Nicias who knows what should be done,
but is unable to have his ideas accepted and so, while filled with every virtue
and desiring only a quiet life, is killed in the retreat from Syracuse as the
Athenian army collapses during the Sicilian Expedition.
Machiavelli's hero is one who understands the tides of fortune, that
impetuous river which can be dammed and channeled, to be used construc-
tively, or can be allowed to flow freely as a destructive force. But the real
example of this sort of hero is the Hegelian World Historical Man. He under-
stands the way in which history is moving and becomes an agent of its
moving, thus transcending both history and the limits which common moral-
ity places on others. "The deeds of great men, of the Personalities of World
History . . . must not be brought into collision with irrelevant moral claims.
The Litany of private virtues, of modesty, humility, philanthropy, and for-
bearance, must not be raised against them. The History of the World can,
in principle, entirely ignore the circle within which morality lies." {Philos-
ophy of Law.) "The Great Man of his time is he who expresses the will of
his time; who tells his time what it wills; and who carries this out." Compare
this with the Pericles of Thucydides.
Now, for a variety of reasons none of these heroes has managed to
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survive to our day—with one important exception, whom I will note. This,
no doubt, is partly due to the tendency of the post-Marxist and post-Darwin-
ian historian to assign the individual only a secondary role in the shaping
of history. Furthermore, the growing intensity and accuracy of historical
research makes it easier to debunk the potential heroes who may arise and
flourish briefly. The one exception to all this, of course, is the figure of Lenin.
He alone has all the hallmarks of a real hero and has managed to survive forty
years after his death. He is a man who defines his culture in a Homeric sense;
he is an educator, who is a man who embodies the hope of a better world,
emerging with a radical criticism of existing society. And finally he is a man
who understands the forces of history and knows how to use them and how
to expound them, as did Pericles. Here he is in the now suppressed Short
Course in the History of the C.P.S.U
:
Lenin's famous April Theses, which provided the
Party and the proletariat with a clear revolutionary line
for the transition from the bourgeois to the Socialist revo-
lution . . . Lenin's theses were of immense significance
to the revolution and the subsequent world of the Party
... In the new conditions of the struggle that followed
the overthrow of Tsardom, the party needed a new orienta-
tion . . . Lenin's theses gave the Party this orientation.
Lenin's April theses laid down for the Party a brilliant
plan of struggle , . .
The style perhaps will not bear comparison with Thucydides, but the pic-
ture is clear enough: Lenin is a hero because he sees, explains, and acts. No
other man in this century measures up to him. Mao Tse-tung may yet do bo,
but at the moment he is only the center of a personality cult, and that, as
the case of Stalin has dramatically proved, is not necessarily a durable
position.
Now where, if anywhere, in these conceptions of heroism, is there room
for the Christian hero? The answer must probably be that if the hero is dead,
the Christian hero is even deader. Certainly the qualities generally associated
with saintliness today are not those which are associated with the hero;
certainly Hegel's World Historical Man (if Fve described him fairly) is the
very antithesis of the Christian. It was not always so ; there have been Chris-
tian heroes, but like their secular brothers, they have outlived their useful-
ness. St. Louis was one such, a man who defined his culture and embodied
the ideal of thirteenth century Christian kingship. But let us hope that we
are not going to rebuild society along thirteenth century lines. The saints of
the Dark Ages were heroes, men who educated their society in much the
same way that the Homeric heroes did. Yet they were not just transmitters
of the higher culture of ancient Rome; in Christopher Dawson's words, they
presented to Merovingian and Carolingian Europe "a contrast between the
two spiritual worlds or two planes of reality. For behind the ethical contrast
between the life of the saint and the barbarism of society, there lies the
eschatological dualism of the present world and the world to come which was
the background of the medieval Christian view of life." Could we say that
these men, or a man like St. Louis has only been able to exist when it is clear
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that the Church is the major, if not the only civilizing force of the age?
Later, when civilization is more complex, when the Church occasionally allows
herself to be used to retard civilization (as at the time of Galileo's con-
demnation for example), there would seem to be no room for the saint hero
of the medieval variety. Who, since the thirteenth century, can pass as an
authentic Christian hero? The hero has been left to the secular world; saints
there have been, of course. But that is another subject.
Transition
• Charles B. Tinkham
Autumn came softly upon the land,
A curious cub
Padding in a rustle of leaves
Keen-eared and wary of the cold.
Poplars slowly
Fell to earth.
Flagging the fields
With byways of gold.
And the sharp oak
Leaf by leaf fired into warmth.
Evenings spread down
Like the whisper of some forgotten
Melancholy story
Told to children awestruck
At an outpost
On the land of dreams.
And there was a waiting
For first snow, the flake
And quickness of the icicle
To break the spell of autumn.
To wake us from the beauty
That seasons us
For any winter weather.
The New Conception
• Claude Walbert
The sun wasn't up, but the school
grounds were filling when Willie
parked. The wind cut cunningly at
him like a cruel switchblade artist
while he walked toward the low, win-
dowless building. He waved and some
of the children waved back. They
didn't mind the cold; the first good
snow of the winter was falling.
He was almost at the end of the
long walk when an image of himself,
naked except for shorts and his silly
peaked Boy Scout hat, paraded past
his vision. It could have been a re-
membered dream or a generation of
his practice, while walking from his
car to the school, of shutting his mind
to any perception except movement.
He wasn't sure, and the image was
soon smothered in routine. He called
the radio station for the forecast and
road conditions and the maintenance
section to order chains put on the
buses, then announced over the inter-
com that school would be dismissed
at noon ; Christmas programs planned
for the afternoon were to be held in
the homerooms.
He went from room to room ex-
claiming over the programs so that
the children wouldn't be disappointed,
secretly happy because the snoAV
would keep Mrs. Weitzel at home.
But she arrived just before noon. He
laced his fingers and, like a confessor,
turned away from her. He wished her
pleading voice would simply fade
away, the way the sounds of the chil-
dren faded when school was dis-
missed. A former principal, who had
given his name to the school, smiled
with stolid wisdom from a gilt frame;
he would have looked more at home
on a horse than in a schoolroom.
"The doctor says my daughter isn't
a bad girl," the voice begged. "She'll
go to the city clinic and she won't be
any different from anyone."
He prepared himself to be blunt
and swiveled to face her. Her black
dress was closed at the neck with a
bright piece of costume jewelry. Like
an old kettle, he thought, with hope
pouring out like bitter coffee.
"No," he finally put in. "She can't
come back."
"But you can't just close her out.
She's got to get her schooling and
amount to something, the way you
did."
"There are special schools more
fitted for her."
"The doctor said there was no ques-
tion of it happening at school. There's
no question of the other students."
"Mrs. Weitzel, please understand.
I've taken it up with the superinten-
dent and the board. Everyone is talk-
ing. They'll forget if she isn't here."
"Oh, God," she said in German.
"After so many years, Willie, and we
worked together to get men who'd
talk for our kind on the board. Now
you'd ruin my daughter; she'll go to
seed."
"I only do my job. She has done
what was done."
"She's a little girl, my youngest,
what could she know?"
"Please," he said, motioning her
back into the chair. The gesture, like
that of a man in a vacuum, seemed
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to propel him to his feet. Tugging
back his cuff to show his watch, he
said, "I have a meeting."
At first she wouldn't believe that
she had been dismissed. She found
her purse beside the chair and heaved
herself to her feet, and they walked
to the door. The snow had changed
to fine sleet. She turned and said,
again in German, what through the
door sounded like "Are you unable
to give help?"
The children still on the grounds
stopped playing to watch her trudge
past, her galoshes making trenches
in the snow, then resumed their at-
tempt to catapult a snowman on the
seesaw. He waited while the starter
in her pickup growled at the cold
motor; then, after exhaust began to
puff from the tailpipe, he hurried
toward the auditorium, looking at
his watch. In the auditorium, the
teachers were standing in intimate
groups instead of waiting in the
chairs. He thought he could smell
cigarette smoke, and there was a si-
lence as if laughter had just stopped.
"Everyone please be seated," he
said, feeling a little of the excitement
that came with making speeches. Af-
ter the sounds of cloth and paper were
stilled, he carefully began building the
excitement: "I want to take the oppor-
tunity of our last meeting before the
holidays to wish you a merry Christ-
mas. But my purpose today is to re-
mind you of something that can be
easily forgotten in the holiday rush—^that we have children, and their
parents, depending on us to finish
this semester as we began it, daily
unfolding knowledge and understand-
ing before the children's eager eyes."
Even the clatter his wife made with
the coffee pot irritated him. He tried
to keep his impatience out of his
voice. "It's not just me. The board
says she can't come back. Everyone
in town knows about it."
"Lord, Willie, it's just not that bad.
We've both seen things like it be-
fore."
"Those were little girls, not about
to bust their blouses." He was dis-
gusted at himself for the observation
and at his wife for her slovenly
speech. "They didn't say what she
did, and what she said would be
enough. I've had calls ever since it
happened, and they're not all from
hardshell Baptists."
She poured the coffee, and to him
it seemed she was playing the wise
female. She said, "It's partly the sea-
son that has everyone so upset."
"Sure, if it hadn't been this time,
this place; if it hadn't happened at
all. But it did happen, here and now."
The girl was slow, Willie thought,
only in the fifth grade when she
should have been in his wife's junior
high class. And already developed.
That happened in big families. No
wonder the callers had yelled about
blasphemy.
The time, the place. Then, for the
first time allowing himself the girl's
dull, anguished youth. What could
she know? Hangers grated in the bed-
room closet and he had to hold back
a shout. He gripped the coffee cup
and systematically relaxed. "Silly,"
he told himself. "I've spent too much
time around silly old-maid teachers."
"Sometimes I think you try too
hard," his wife said from the door.
"The Weitzels came west with your
people. It wouldn't hurt if you went
their way instead of everyone else's."
"It's too much. People won't stop
talking."
"Children forget. The girl is just
a child and you want her to forget."
He finished his coffee, punched the
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sofa cushions into position, and
scraped off his shoes on the arm rest.
"I've got to rest before we go out."
His wife was soon making more
noise in the bedroom. He told himself
that he didn't know what he could
do, and let his mind again take up
the old journey, along the trail his
family had followed after the danger-
ous days which were as familiar to
him as his own life through the coun-
try's multiplying tales.
The ruts, lined with discarded pos-
sessions, an old life traded for a
chance at a new one, and there he
was, pushing ahead, alone, on foot,
until finally to the place where the
trail ended and the desert beckoned
endlessly ahead. That he was awake
changed nothing; he had never taken
the first step into that waste. And he
could no mqre understand what was
ahead than he could understand why
waking dreams should have taken the
place of sleep; it hadn't been many
years since he slept without dreams
and could do the work of two days
in one, feeling refreshed with accom-
plishment.
The sound of sleet driven against
the screens changed to a sigh that was
snow, and with the snow came a
change that was more than dimin-
ished sound. What had been abrasive
became exhilarating. Was it a change
in humidity, or some more subtle
change? His father, for whom all
things were explained by electricity,
would have said the current was re-
stored. Ghosts of what overblown
metaphors, what misunderstood sci-
ence, what thwarted rationalism, were
in the explanation? His mother, who
had no use for ghosts even if they
were disguised as electricity, would
have protested out of a religion doub-
ly precious in a land that blanched
her husband's ascetic socialism.
would have ducked her head to mut-
ter and giggle: "Universal force, ani-
mal magnetism, oh my." And at her
husband's growl questioning the right
of women to speak, indeed to presume
to have any knowledge whatsoever,
she would have feigned embarrass-
ment and in doing so heaped his
plate with unwanted cabbage, knuck-
les, mounds of potatoes, all the while
in unawed tones as righteous as his
own describing the one certain source
of bolts of electricity, one whose eye
was on the sparrow and who could
hardly have overlooked her husband
because it was his burden to bear a
great warty nose, thrusting chest, and
strutting, sway-backed, banty-legged
walk that caused him to resemble not
just one but a great variety of birds.
He chuckled and the sound seemed
too loud. He wondered if his wife
had gone to sleep. She stirred when
he went in, and he held her shoulder
until she was still. His parents had
struggled with the arid land that had
been passed over by waves of land-
hungry pioneers, and he had strug-
gled equally fiercely with the foreign-
ers they had never bothered about.
Then he soundlessly paced the house,
stopping at the windows and laughing
because he was principal of a window-
less school in a land of light, and
wanting to weep because he was sleep-
less and confused; and sometimes he
held his watch to his ear for the fam-
iliar sound, winding it tighter and
tighter.
Bunting in the school colors swayed
in drafts that didn't ventilate the
crowded tables. Beneath the bunting
and spangled snowmen and winking
Santas, parents and children ate in a
flurry of pastel plastic cutlery and
paper napkins, anxious for the chil-
dren to be released from their plates
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for play. The waitresses, volunteers
from the high school, put on sweet
faces for the children in the aisles
who interrupted their race to refill
the parents' cups. They poured coffee
with unfamiliar and largely imagined
grace, blushing to be serving parents
scarcely older than themselves.
The high school band tootled en-
thusiastically from the stage at the
front of the cafetorium. Willie wrin-
kled his nose at the sounds they pro-
duced and asked himself why he had
supported the construction of any-
thing called a cafetorium when the
school already had an auditorium.
One of his neighbors nudged him
and said to watch the fat boy with
the tuba. He smiled as demanded and
savagely pushed away his plate. He
wasn't sorry to be rid of the fried
chicken. His wife, alerted by the
movement of the plate, watched him
trying to appear interested in the
band. He was feeling sorry for the
fat boy, doomed to always be seen
as the fat boy of comic strips and
calendars. He'd had a taste of being
a stereotypical German for people
nurtured on the propaganda of two
wars.
His wife began talking animatedly
with a guileless woman across the
table. How surprised they had been,
she said, when the teachers gave Wil-
lie a watch last year. He stroked the
watch. Its tiny gleaming parts were
almost alive. Once he had taken it to
a jeweler for cleaning just so he could
see the parts. Their movements had
seemed to have a purpose not con-
nected with time. His old watch had
bulged his pocket and its prodigious
ticks left no doubt that it was a
machine.
The superintendent came down the
aisle, ducking his head and answer-
ing greetings in his special serious
voice that he never let sound too as-
sured. He dropped a hand on Willie's
shoulder and asked, "Enjoy the
meal?"
Even with his head tilted back to
answer, he could see people across the
room watching; they seemed pleased,
probably because the superintendent
had gone out of his way to speak to
him. But the superintendent was a
master of small-town politics, with a
voice that could be aimed like the
beam of a flashlight, inaudible except
to the person he was putting on the
spot; and now, incredibly, he was
doing it to Willie, asking if the Weitz-
el trouble was settled.
Willie swallowed his anger and, his
face as impassive as the superinten-
dent's, replied that everything had
been handled.
"I asked because the priest called.
The people down in Germantown
want that girl back in school."
Willie flushed. "Why doesn't he
stay out of it?"
"He says the girl is sorry to the
extent of her understanding. He says
we're applying a double standard,
giving adult punishment to a child
for a childish act."
"I wonder if he got his informa-
tion at confession," Willie blurted.
"I don't know what he means," the
superintendent said. "You know more
about priests and the people down
there than I do, so I thought I'd let
you know how the wind's blowing."
The superintendent maneuvered on
down the aisle, ducking his head and
laughing as he leaned this way and
that to avoid the people pushing back
from the tables.
"It's nothing," Willie told his wife.
He turned to face the stage where the
president of the school board was ad-
justing a microphone. Willie caught
himself straightening his tie. The
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president thanked the Future Home-
makers of America for the food and
made an off-color remark about his
appetite and the waitresses.
The lights abruptly went off and a
spotlight searched for and found a
quintet that began to sing "I'm
Dreaming of a White Christmas" to
the accompaniment of a thumping
piano. Willie tapped his fingers in
time to the music. Public schools are
going to have to start serious musical
training in the elementary grades, he
thought, wondering what the girls
could possibly be thinking about
when they pulled long faces and made
big eyes over a Christmas of long ago.
He drummed his fingers through
more of the same. The audience was
asked to join in on songs the girls
optimistically said were old favorites
that everyone knew. Then there was
a blessedly short Christmas play be-
fore the president again took the mi-
crophone.
Willie knew what was coming and
made himself appear to be drinking
in the drivel about the season of giv-
ing. Finally the president came to the
point
:
"This year, the teachers, joined by
citizens who have the interest of our
children at heart, again decided to
give a token of their esteem to the
man who gives without a thought of
himself all year long. Willie, come on
up to the stage."
The lights went off again and the
spotlight picked out Willie. As he
twisted up the aisle past the clapping
hands, he was thinking that the teach-
ers must have had a hard time rais-
ing money if the townspeople had to
help. Someone in the band trumpeted
"Charge," and a tuba echoed the last
few notes. Laughter rippled through
the crowd. The president laughed, too
loud, and the feedback made the am-
plifiers howl. Willie hoped his face
couldn't be seen. He was thinking,
Laugh, you bastards, I'll outdo any-
thing you ever dreamed of.
This year, with the help of the in-
terested citizens, it was a color tele-
vision set. Knowing that he made an
appealing figure with the big bow
and wrapping in his hand, Willie
brushed his eyes with his sleeve and,
not using the microphone that was
too high anyhow, told them what they
wanted to hear. He was pleased to
live in such a town, and humble, too,
he told them, his words rolling like
thunder in the mountains where he
took his Scout troop, parading be-
fore them in the stained glass morn-
ings. The time, the place? If they
could see inside me?
The town was a melting pot, he
said, where the best of each ingre-
dient had risen to the top to form a
new and better substance, the grass
roots American. And the children
don't know love, not even the little
we can give.
He drew a standing ovation when
he said, "And I'm sure, as everyone
here can be, that my life has been en-
riched by the lives of my neighbors."
He repeated that sentence to his
wife while they drove home over the
icy streets with the lights of the pick-
up carrying the television set in his
rearview mirror.
"You've given as much as anyone,"
she said.
In a rare concession, she leaned
her head on his shoulder. She raised
it quickly when he laughed again and
said, "It's more blessed, you know."
He was laughing because nothing
would have changed that night if he
had told them, as he now was certain
to do, "All right, whisper my name
for a change, trumpet it, but the girl
will have a chance."
Meditations on Time
• George Dennis O'Brien
The children were bored with the museum. Only the Gorgon°s head with
its outthrust tongue exercised any fascination. The fragments of inscriptions
and the ruinous statues only raised concern about how they had fallen into
their present destroyed condition. The small provincial museum in Brindisi
did provide shelter from the raw January weather, though, and a good deal
of time was consumed explaining about the earthquakes, floods, and wars
which we assigned as speculative causes for this or that headless marble torso
or shattered amphora. And there were lots of Gorgons. The museum itself
was very new, the fragments displayed in the open, uncluttered manner typical
of modern taste. The guard followed us from room to room switching the
lights on and off as we passed through. By isolating the weather-worn stone
in a free space, the strong resemblance between the ruined shapes and modern
abstract sculpture was emphasized — and it provided lots of room for the
children to scamper about, ducking behind pedestals and delighting in the
acoustic resonances of the high-ceilinged, marble-floored rooms. Nothing
short of physical restraint could hold in their energies, and since we were
alone in the museum, it didn't seem to matter. In the Duomo next door to the
museum on the small square, the presence of a draped catafalque and an old
woman in black praying at the side altar before the parchment-like remains
of some local saint had caused us to restrain the children, and when they
began hopping over kneelers and dashing through rows of chairs, we had
hustled on to the museum.
The overnight train from Naples arrived on time at 8:05 in Brindisi,
and we had to wait five hours before the plane left for Athens. The pale sun
couldn't offset the numbing wind from the sea, so we sought indoor divertise-
ment. The much faded glories of Brindisi—once the terminus of the Appian
Way, the place where Vergil died while returning from Greece—carefully and
precisely ordered in the little museum were certainly better than the stack
of old magazines and airline timetables in the waiting room at Olympic Air-
ways. All in all, the morning passed quickly—just before the bus left for the
airport I managed to buy a copy of the latest edition of Time with the Man of
the Year article on Martin Luther King, which I stuffed in my pocket in case
the children slept on the plane. As it happened, they did, and as the small
two-engined plane bumped along through the late afternoon over the mist-
covered shoreline of the Gulf of Corinth, I could settle back to the sure enjoy-
ment of Times retrospective view of the week and the year.
The loyal Time reader frequently boasts that he reads it from "cover to
cover." This in itself is an interesting way of approaching the happenings of
the world we live in. There is the week from "The U.S." to "Books," three
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columns across, serially ordered so that there is a beginning, middle, and
end of the text—even if the contents do hop from the Press to Medicine to
Religion. The reader of the New York Times, in contrast, faces textual di-
shevelment. Begin anywhere on the front page of the Times, and you will soon
find yourself burrowing in the back sections for a continuation of the story.
Do you really want to know so much more about Hungarian farm policies
that you should bother your wife for Section 3? A Prime Minister's state-
ment is arrested in mid career, ships rushing to disaster remain poised in
mid-paragraph, cut down by the reader's boredom or frustration at the in-
completeness of it all. In the gray clutter of the Times' front page the world
presents itself in bits and pieces continued elsewhere. Time is neater. And
of course there is a cover from which one reads to the other cover.
Time's covers with the portrait of the man of the week enclosed in a
narrow band of red are so distinctive that the word Time is scarcely
needed. In earlier days the portraits were smaller, the red border wider, and
the title of the magazine had its own separate space. Nowadays, Time has
been incorporated into the portrait and may even be partially crossed out,
as it was in my issue by a heavy black bar which read "Man of the Year."
Having a cover on the news is vastly satisfying. First of all, one can easily
keep track of what news one has read and what one hasn't. I frequently find
myself reading old issues of the New York Times totally unaware because
there is no distinctive item like the Time cover to identify this as something
I have already looked at. Nothing is so memorable to human beings as the
faces of other human beings so that one can always remember whether he
read the issue with Thelonius Monk or Pope Paul on the cover. The cover
promises what the magazine fulfills, too. The fact of the cover, the booklet
size and shape, promises an ordered reading within—as we say quite unlike
the promise of the front page of the New York Times—and, of course, that
is what you get. An editor has to sort out the jumble of events for his readers;
a mere chaos of happenings would be frustrating, boring, and humanly
quite unbearable. It is very consoling to the reader to be assured by the Time
cover or the banner headline of the average newspaper that the events of
the hour sort themselves out in an order of importance—there is a top and
bottom if not a beginning and end to the week's events. While the fact of
a cover or headline proclaims importance, the content of these proclamations
may set an emotional unity for the events recorded. Every day the New York
Daily News finds an event worthy of the blazing importance of its headlines,
while the choice of event and the working of the banner bespeak the quality
of the world within. And what is the quality of world the Time cover prom-
ises?
First of all there is the portrait. Here is the man of the hour but not in
the quick snap of a photograph, rather in the studied rendering of an artist.
It's the same face you've seen so many times in the photos of the daily press,
but now obviously reproduced through a human hand, suggesting that your
acquaintance with him will not be through the impersonal medium that the
camera implies, but as if another person were revealing the famous man to
you. A friend of a friend. And what a remarkably leisured view of the swift
events of the day that portrait suggests. Does the portrait convey the studied
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pose of historical perspective or testify to Time's prophetic oversight of things
to come? (Was there a portrait of Lyndon Johnson on hand, "just in case"?)
It makes no difference, whether foresight or hindsight, it promises the dis-
tance needed for appraisal. As an "image" for the purchaser, a portrait hints
at a world more imposing than his own suburban existence—a world where
portraits are commissioned for ceremonial exhibition, mounted on a thin
band of rich, not really royal, red. But most of all there is the fact of the
human face. How deeply we would like to believe that what will emerge from
the storms and tedium of the passing hours is a human face. What ancient
philosopher would not have found it anomalous to have a document called
"Time" which proclaimed week after week the activities of human beings.
There was a Time, of course, when the portraits were more modest, blocked
in by broad borders, standing under the black inscription of "Time." Whether
it was a layout man's accurate grasp of modern taste or the expanding faith
of the editors in man's place in the march of events, the faces have grown
bolder pushing aside the borders to a more decorative appendage and quite
engulfing "Time" itself.
The portrait face is essential to the message. Newsweek covers express
only things, not human beings. You may get the dome of the capital or a
cigarette on the cover of Newsweek, and when human beings appear they are
not persons but human things. The color photograph seems almost incapable
of conveying personal quality. The slightly gaudy color always suggests a
decorative surface, not something with an inside like a human person. The
impartial mechanical eye of the camera is as interested in things as people,
and we tend to resent it. What human artifice is exercised on Newsweek
covers only reinforces the "thinginess" of the subjects—a huge De Gaulle
head titled against an artificial blue, looking for all the world like an Easter
Island Statue, bodiless Beatle heads pasted on top of one another. To convey
personal quality, we need a personal medium supplied by the artist's hand
for the Time cover.
To appreciate the peculiar fascination of Time, one has to realize that
each issue is a renewed act of faith. The historian's cautious retreat to a more
distant past or the Nezv York Times' near total chronicle of the day are acts
of sheer timidity when compared with the boldness of the weekly news-
magazine. From Plato to Sartre, philosophers have found existence a pretty
meaningless jumble, and some have offered complicated intellectual filing
systems for sorting out experience into something sensible. What a help it is,
then, to have existence packaged cover to cover, top to bottom, categorized,
indexed, and thematically unified as the doings of human beings. Of course
any newsmagazine does this, and every editor and plain man makes his own
ordering of events in an attempt to understand the world. One has to dig
even deeper to find the genius of Time. The secret, it seems to me, is that the
magazine so accurately delivers what that cover portrait suggests.
The cover suggests personal intimacy—we won't get the person just from
the outside as a camera might snap him, we will get something inside. And
so we do. In the newspapers public men make statements, arrive for confer-
ences, are put in jail, but in Time we find out that Martin Luther King has
five black suits (out of six), that the Kings' couch needs a new slipcover,
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that one of the keys is missing on the piano, that he drinks fruit juice for
breakfast and owns a 1960 Ford and a 1963 Rambler. We are in the King
home, we sit beside him on a plane, and he ceases to be a figure in a news-
print but a person. A cover story on a noted person calls forth such detail,
but throughout. Time manages to state or suggest the inside—Cardinal Spell-
man appears in an Arctic Parka rather than his official public robes, French
Agriculture Minister Edgard Pisani looks "as if he swallowed a succulent
mouse" (sic!), and even the well-known Time practice of quoting a man's
full name, "Ivan-Assen Hristov Georgiev, counselor of the Bulgarian mission
to the United Nations," suggests an intimacy about details usually known
only by his family. Few subject matters resist the personal touch. An article
on the fertilizer industry begins: "That old farmer, Nikita Kruschev, has
lately learned that a lot of things have changed down on the farm since he
broke the Russian soil with a mare." Referring to the Chairman of the Coun-
cil of Ministers of the Soviet Socialist Republics as "that old farmer" hints
at a coziness to powerful men that the reader finds reassuring. Even the driest
subjects are infused with personal warmth by the chatty tone of the narrator.
An article on retail sales starts off in mid-conversation, "All the year needed
was a final record to top it off." And an anonymous store executive admits
in Timers columns what he would never tell to a customer when he says
that no cash refunds will be made unless "a customer carries his protest to
lying on the floor and kicking his feet." Presumably everyone knows the
starchy public statements of men in the news; the Time editor has a sure
instinct for the "gutsy," slangy, slightly profane utterance that obviously
would not be made for the press. "Says Boston N.A.A.C.P. leader to Tom
Atkins: 'One of the problems with these damn demonstrations is that you
have to keep making them more exciting.' " Or "Virginia-born Social Psy-
chologist Thomas Pettigrew" says, "As a Southerner I know damn well you
don't treat the South that way. Johnson won't play patty-cake with them."
What we might call "the personalization of history" which Time accom-
plishes week in and week out responds to one of man's oldest and fondest
faiths. Behind the world as spectacle—the world seen by the anonymous
camera or the mere chronicling eye of the New York Times—lies something
personal, something like us. Primitive peoples saw gods behind the lightning
flash, the flood or famine. Only men in the final stages of despair say that
all our yesterdays and tomorrows down to the last syllable of recorded time
are nothing but sound and fury. Greek religion begins with the tale of how
Chronos (Time) was overthrown. Christianity is built on Christ's triumph
over the impersonal forces of the world and death. Time's shocks and slow
erosions are circumvented in the forgetfulness of erotic bliss or the mystic's
vision. We all hear, with Andrew Marvell, "Time's winged chariot drawing
near" and seek salvation or divertisement from its sure wreckage. In this
sense, then, Time confesses in its own curious way, the faith that the most
improbable is true, that the shattered fragments of history can be reassembled
in a recognizable human form.
Now of course that isn't accurate—or at least it is a very inflated way
of describing Time's style. Yes, and that's the trick of it all. To come right
out and state this faith would risk being taken for a fool or a saint. The
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clever thing is to insinuate the reader into a personalized world without de-
manding from him or the magazine a confession of faith. Quoting a man's
full name suggests something both intimate and historically ponderous. The
full name is usually known only to intimates, but it is used at baptisms, on
wedding licenses and memorial inscriptions, the "Milestones" in a man's
history. The full name seems to signal the stamp of the whole person on
events. These are only associations, of course; knowing a man's full name
seldom provides any information about him at all. In the case of the Reverend
King the fact that his full Christian name is "Martin Luther" does tell us
something about the atmosphere he was born into but, unhappily for Time,
this full name is already well known.
By suggesting more than they say, by keeping the reader in a delightfully
ambiguous state. Time's editors coquettishly fascinate, inviting the reader to
dream of intimacies not likely to be realized. Nor does the reader really wish
these hints to be fulfilled. Dalliance allows a man to keep his reputation for
common sense while indulging in forbidden fancies. Does Timers world in-
volve an unstated faith in the quite incredible notion that persons rise above
circumstance, shaping the world rather than being shaped by it? No, not
really, but it presents the illusion of such a world, and this illusion is far
more comforting than any real world that we might be faced with. A de-
personalized world where blind forces only tolerate for the moment human
achievement could reduce a man to numbing despair. But a world in which
persons were the final category would not only fly in the face of common
sense—it would be even more unsettling. If we are truly faced by another
person, we are faced with something mysterious, we feel the weight of his
person upon us, the shape of his demands, the concern for his regard. Human
pride can always assert itself over the senseless forces that threaten to destroy
us. Man may be only a reed but, as Pascal said, he is a thinking reed and
that confirms a superiority of sorts. But other persons—they regard us, they
think about us, and the final inability to rise above the regard of others can
lead to incurable despair. As Sartre says, "Hell is other people." Even if
we don't follow this line to the extremities of a pessimistic existentialism, still
no one can deny the fundamentally unsettling quality of personal encounter.
The genius of Time is to fuse the personal and the impersonal in such a way
that both views lose their distressing aspects, allowing the reader to settle
back into a comforting world.
As we say, the reader gets what the cover promises. The cover suggests
something personal, more than the impersonal camera can catch—but of
course the paintings are made from photographs, not from sittings. The
portraits suggest personal interpretation but lack it either on the side of the
artist or the subject. Consider how a great portrait painter like Rembrandt
conveys the weight of the human person in his canvases. Or take a painter
more in Timers style, Ingres, who actually claimed to be imitating photo-
graphs in his precisely drawn, barely colored, paintings. Yet Ingres had
a personal visual order which he imposed on his subjects, an order which in
its fineness and linearity quite suited the stylish ladies and gentlemen he
portrayed. Ingres portraits are not the great psychological studies of Rem-
brandt, but in the remorseless clarity of his style we feel the force of the
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artist's personality. A great portrait may reveal the sitter or the painter or
both ; Time covers do neither. Dr. King, who is described in the text as always
on the go, candid, with "big shining luminous eyes" and invariably eloquent,
turns up on the cover looking off into nowhere, with a sort of stupefied ex-
pression and quite ordinary, unluminous eyes. The viewer is invited, how-
ever, to consider the meticulous attention to the single hairs of the eyebrow,
the veining of the face, the small design on the necktie (not one of his black
ones)
—
"just like a photograph." A subject noted for his mobility is caught
in a moment of seeming paralysis. Precise rendering of detail and immobility
can lend monumentality or a hyper-real quality to a painting as in the work
of Andrew Wyeth; but in this Time cover they seem to convey only a certain
fussy skill on the part of the artist and the fact that Martin Luther King is
flesh too.
The personal detail in the articles often serves the same purpose as the
carefully observed eyebrow—it suggests close attention to personal detail
while in fact it may be irrelevant, convey quite the wrong impression of the
person, or, in the last analysis, distract the reader entirely from the weighty
demands which the person being portrayed makes upon us. A cover article
on one of Dr. King's adversaries. Governor George Wallace of Alabama,
begins as follows: "A cold cigar lay on the edge of the littered desk." A splen-
did Time beginning! At once we are in direct personal contact with the Gov-
ernor, sitting across the desk from him, an atmosphere of intimacy to great
events is suggested. But what exactly is conveyed? Cigars are images of
power, usually somewhat corrupt, and a cold cigar and a littered desk may
suggest that the governor hasn't been tending his office but has just returned
from some devious meeting in a backroom. But then John F. Kennedy smoked
cigars and lots of very nice people who despise segregation have littered
desks. As a fact it really says nothing, while suggesting intimacy and setting
a clear tone for the treatment of a Time villain. "I deplore violence," said
Wallace. "He reached for a pack of Dentyne and put a piece in his mouth."
What better way to suggest the fraudulence of a man's words than by noting
that his mouth is busy doing something else while he spouts forth noble
phrases. An earlier Time piece on Arkansas' Faubus filtered the governor's
words through a full course lunch. Picking up the name of the gum, the sug-
gestion that the governor is sweetening his breath and cleaning his teeth,
reduces a man whose stubborn willfulness had disrupted the United States
government to a figure of comedy. The style is admirably suited to demeaning
a man by linking the imposing public figure to the trivia of daily living. The
noblest utterance can be deflated by a wad of Dentyne in the mouth. Of
course if you dislike Governor Wallace and would like to knock him down
a peg, this just suits your taste.
The fact that men talk beyond their human capacities has provided a rich
source of comedy and tragedy. Micawber and Macbeth testify to the inability
of man to escape the limitations of flesh and blood—the final waste of noble
dreams in lust, laziness, ambition, or querulous old age. Time's, juxtaposition
of large words and petty facts may suggest in the case of Martin Luther King
a tragic defiance of these human limitations; in the case of Governor Wallace
it is savage comedy. Unfortunately it is only a suggestion, the illusion of
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drama not the real thing. Week in and week out Time writers supply their
characters with a few suggestive stage props (chewing gum, dark suits, fruit
juice), some punchy dialogue, and no plot. For real drama we must be
shown that the factual detail and the public image intersect; otherwise it is
so much irrelevant gossip. The impact of Governor Wallace on our lives has
nothing to do with his favoring chewing gum, nor does it indicate a tragic
limitation likely to frustrate his plans or make him one whit closer to a figure
of fun. Most of the minutely observed detail in a Time story is connected
to the subject only in the eye of the observer, not in the life of the subject.
The presence of all these concrete things gives a gloss of immediacy to the
story, but it is a literary trick for dramatizing the news, not the uncovering
of real drama in the news.
If the truth be told, the news and the persons who make it are often
impossibly dull. Hannah Arendt's attempt to show the banality of evil is not
easily accepted because we would like to believe that great effects come from
great human causes. I am just as happy that Time doesn't plot its little news
dramas; that is a trick better left to the Birchers. In giving the texture of
drama to the news, if not the stuff. Time doesn't necessarily make any false
statements, but it certainly presents a very curious attitude toward the world.
Dramatized news must conform to the literary canons that control dramatic
presentation, and these canons are applied so consistently by Time that after
a while one comes to feel that the outside world exists for the sole privilege
of being written up in Time. Life becomes a literary experience. The tedious,
broken up, repetitive jumble of the New York Times conveys, however in-
advertently, the texture of reality. Almost everything in the Times from its
flat reporting to its atrocious proofreading seems to say that it is reporting
on the world, rather than having the world report to it.
The illusion of personality which the cover promises is effected not only
in the concrete tidbits of personal detail strewn through the magazine but in
the character of the narrator of the news. The articles have a personal, chatty
tone but they aren't written by anybody. Governor Wallace chews his gum
before an anonymous interviewer; Dr. King is interviewed on the plane by
nobody. Of course if you read the letter from the publisher, you can find out
the name of the man who wrote the cover story, but it really doesn't matter
since any personal insights or stylistic touches which the author might con-
tribute are bound to be homogenized in the common Time style. Part of the
charm of the magazine is that it all seems to have been written by that same
clever, anonymous chap. Newsweek readers have to adjust to a dry Walter
Lippmann or the ponderous Emmet John Hughes, but once you are in tune
with the Time narrator, you can proceed briskly through medicine, sports,
business, and the world on a single emotional pitch. A true personalization
of the news could move either towards a penetration of the persons reported
on, or the expression by the reporter of how the world affected him as a per-
son and how he made sense out of it. The cover portraits reveal neither the
artist nor the subject, the stories follow suit. It is clear that we are seeing
everything through somebody's eyes, but at the last moment he fails to materi-
alize, remaining the anonymous, but by no means, neutral, narrator.
This uncertainty about a point of view either in the subject or the author
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may account for the diffusive style of the Man of the Year stories. The story
of John XXIII consisted of a skein of amusing anecdotes followed by one
line comments on his pontificate by religious leaders from all over the world.
Time wants to say that 1963 was a year of change for the Negro, but it is
almost impossible to pick out of the blizzard of facts and brief quotations
what is important and Avhat is trivia: Miami's municipal golf courses are
assigning Negro fourths, a New York adoption agency is asking white families
to take Negro children, several Roman Catholic archdioceses require a specific
number of sermons on race relations, the National Council of Churches has
budgeted $300,000, Negro women are affecting African hair-dos, sales of
whitening cream have declined, James Baldwin says, Rev. L. Sylvester Odom
says, Richard Banks says, and on, and on, and on. Time has everything at its
fingertips. Most of all, this brisk tote sheet on the year seems wholly incom-
mensurate with the human drama summed up in the person of Martin Luther
King. It has the same quality of effrontery as the clergyman's account of his
stewardship in terms of the payments on the church mortgage. The fact that
the last two Tim,e choices for Man of the Year have been ministers of the
Gospel only underlines the inappropriateness of these breathless resumes.
And the rapid shift from statistics to Dr. King's rendering of the Moonlight
Sonata leaves us completely baffled about the character of the narrator. Is
he so intimate to his subject that he can hear Dr. King's soft-spoken remark
to a comrade, or is he so distant that he can stand back and figure up the
results like a moral accountant noting this year's profit margin for virtue?
By being both intimate and distant, personal and impersonal, the Time
author creates a point of view which in the final turn protects the reader from
the storms without. The events of our time press in on us: the life of a man
like Martin Luther King stands in judgment over the slack life of every man
—
every man, that is, except the Time author. By interposing his person with
its clear set of attitudes and literary style between the reader and the subject,
the anonymous author prevents immediate confrontation. The shock of recog-
nition is pre-empted by the need to interpose the author's attitude. And this
person who stands between the reader and the demagogue, revolutionary,
prophet, or saint whose life is a threat to the reader is himself never threatened.
Time is always a moral referee, never a participant in the struggle. On the
race issue Time has always had the right moral attitude—and long before
it was as broadly popular as it is today—yet one is left with the lingering
wonder that any American could be as close to Dr. King as the details of the
story suggest and still remain at best a moral spectator. If the author were
only an "I" or a "we," he might somewhere confess his own sin or his own
faith and that would carry the tone of the race issue in America in 1963.
But, alas, the narrator being neither "I" nor "we," neither white nor black,
is left only with a pompous moral tone. By judging but never being judged,
the omnipresent persona of Tim,e offers the reader a vantage point above the
final press of men and events. The impersonal-personality of Time shields
the reader from the sheer mess of the news as presented in the Times and,
by failing at the last moment to materialize as a human being, the Time
author avoids suggesting that the reader must read through the author to
the world which has so affected him. Time removes the reader from the sheer
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weight of history's data and the personal limitations of history's chroniclers
at one bright stroke.
It is interesting that so many people who claim to disagree with Timers
China policy, its middle-of-the-road Republicanism, its hero-worshipping
Weltanschauung, read it nevertheless. One of the most frequent "apologies" is
that its book and movie reviews make it worth the purchase. There is some-
thing to this. Time is particularly delightful when dealing with a Hollywood
potboiler. It was for this task that the Time style was created. A movie critic
forced to give an account of a film he is almost ashamed to admit he saw
may well affect an Olympian detachment while retaining a pawnbroker's eye
for the deflating detail. The picture has no dramatic content worth talking
about, so the author may infuse drama into his literary style to hold the inter-
est of the reader. The more the style calls attention to itself, the more it
implies that the film isn't worth any attention. Bad films do exist solely for
the privilege of being panned in Time. Unfortunately this detachment and
addiction to literary conceit badly hampers the Time reviewer trying to
express the quality of a great film which has captured and moved him. The
conceits are in the picture's favor, but as conceits they still whisper "And
aren't you doubly lucky (reader) that I (anonymous critic) am reviewing
this film for you." Time is marvelous when it holds its subject at arm's
length, but it is not clear that this is the proper approach to the news. Time
presents the world as if it were a movie to be reviewed—and not a very good
one at that.
Surely Time will endure. Who can resist killing a few hours seeing his-
tory's fragments neatly reassembled in the suggestion of human form. And
that invisible hand has arranged these bits and pieces as if they had always
been intended just for this tasteful showing. Life indeed goes dashing on be-
tween the lines, but for a few moments the bitter winds of change and the
stark presence of time's final destruction can be sensed at a distance. We
can linger like tourists in a warm well-lighted room before the marble god
long robbed of his bold paint and religious terror and persuade ourselves
that time's erosions produce at last an object made for viewing. When an
ABC television commentator congratulated John XXIII on being named
Timers man of the year, the old Pope made the only appropriate reply:
"God's will be done. And how are your children?"
The City Dies Upon Its Hills
• Brother Fidelian, F.S.C.
By late summer the city is pinned
upon dry hills
diminishing with the days
banished from its youth
and the future
stretching below into crumbling streets
and silent mills
there a few trees turning gold
before dark ruin
there the river that once flowed green.
Thus died Moses
facing holy land
veiling his mysterious brow
his vivid eye.
In a Wooded and Enclosed Country
® Ambrose Donahue, O.S.B.
I awake alone to be the puzzled neighbor
Of this owl, to hear his voice at midnight
Indeterminately distant in the silence
Where the darkness is broken by the waterfall
Of his music, phosphorescent over the ivy.
Stirring, I suppose his distance and guess his hiding:
In some hollow stump or up steep poplar.
These are sleepy musings. So—to dispel them
—
I reflect he keeps these quanta smaller
Than the constellations, though he pours them
Into the identical darkness; and I measure
How the feathered organs may be structured
—
And the ratio of their accordance
—
From which hidden source his golden sections
Come as semaphoric mirrors of the cosmos;
These remain impenetrable by my wonder
(Though they spell the ancient summer nights and orchards)
Till a time I feel them drifting undeciphered
Out beyond the rim where sleep is reaching.
And there even the massing brightness shows no answer
To the riddle of this owl's noise in the darkness.
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